RELAYING Despite being reluctant to social support, the documenting subject has
configured a small network of close people he can relay upon and vice versa. These
people are intimate to him and he does not hesitate to invest on them in a mutual
relationship

of

understanding

and

respect.

At

times

the

small

network

is

reconfigured especially when a friend close by gets too arrogant because of his
social status.
INCORRECT While social communication seems to be hindered from its spontaneity for
the compromising political correctness, the documenting subject, little concerned
with his social status is open to incorrectness and freely express his opinion,
yet in a meditative and evolving fashion, in an open process of thinking displayed
in his essay writings.
SENSING The documenting subject recovers is human senses numbed by the automated
surrounding,

right

by

automating

himself,

becoming

himself

the

sensor

and

recovering human emotion and empathy.
LITERATE

The

documenting

subject

experiments

out

of

the

narrow

frame

of

communication based on writing exclusively and move on elaborating other forms of
conceiving himself through other media he daily seconds and masters.
ARMED Like a cowboy the documenting subject wears his belt with equipment which he
uses to more or less directly shoot on society, by having ideas to make an ironic
statement of it, photograph certain disturbing instances etc.
NASTY As the social environment keeps disilluding the documenting subject, he
keeps on going back to his project, amplifying it and in a way on one hand
pointing out the disease and on the other trying to heal it with uncritical
compositions, with an overdose insight on the nature of being human, starting and
starring himself.
BEHAVIORAL The various instances of the project establish a patterns of daily
behaviours the documenting subject has to follow in order to augment himself from
this very project.
INTENSIVE Fully laid out the project becomes a very intensive execution of various
procedures in which the documenting subject can be engaged with according to the
circumstances.

